AMP Groupings in SAGIS

For CY 2008 Operating Fund calculations, the Asset Management Project (AMP) groupings loaded in SAGIS are based on the AMP groupings established by PHAs in PIC as of June 15, 2007. AMP groupings in SAGIS will not be amended for CY 2008 Operating Fund calculations to reflect changes to AMP groupings made after June 15, 2007, with the following possible exception: a new AMP was created due to a new project after June 15, 2007.

For this purpose only, AMP grouping changes include reconfiguration of buildings between AMPs and/or the deletion of AMPs. AMP grouping changes that occurred after June 15, 2007 will be applied to CY 2009 Operating Fund calculations. Please note that during the first year of asset management, PHAs have full fungibility between AMPS.

If you had an approved AMP change that occurred prior to June 15, 2007 that is not reflected in SAGIS or you created a new AMP due to a new project after June 15, 2007, please contact your local field office for further guidance.

In accordance with Notice PIH 2007-28, after the conversion to the new project (AMP) numbering system in January 2008, PHAs who make changes to an AMP’s building groups will have those changes recognized for funding purposes according to Table 3 in the Notice.